The Problem with Amnesia

The article published in this issue of Anesthesiology by Hayama et al. highlights important issues in understanding anesthetic effects on human memory, terminology included. Terms such as “amnesia” seemingly become more ill-defined as more sophisticated models of memory are employed. Prototypically, “amnesia” refers to organic amnesias resulting from some pathologic process or lesion. Amnesia induced by drugs entered the lexicon as Mickey Finn drinks established a presence in film noir, and became more entrenched with the widespread use of benzodiazepines. One person’s annoying side effect became another’s therapeutic response, and the use of amnesic drugs became widespread in anesthesia for exactly this reason. Propofol, having similar effects on memory as the benzodiazepines, is in many ways an ideal drug to study this peculiar effect on memory. There is a crucial need to understand mechanisms underlying this effect, as lack of memory for intraoperative events is one of the key pillars of the triad (or pentad) of anesthesia.

Anesthetic-induced lack of memory consists of two highly interrelated but separate processes, as illustrated by the cultural references above. These represent the nonspecific sedation common to most centrally depressant drugs, and a specific benzodiazepine-type effect that produces lack of memory for events even when sedation is largely absent. Recently Pryor et al. modeled memory impairment induced by various intravenous drugs using a negative power function to separate drug actions on initial memory formation (encoding) from memory loss over time. The question is how to refer to this latter effect, and that is the problem with “amnesia.”

Amnesia has been and is used to refer to a multiplicity of effects on memory depending on a particular context, frequently not delineated by the authors in question. It is helpful to conceptualize drug actions within a cogent framework of memory systems. A similar, but less pervasive, fuzziness surrounds “consolidation,” those processes necessary to retain a memory over time – with the question being, when does consolidation begin after stimulus perception?

Hayama et al. examined the effects of dexmedetomidine on conscious (episodic) memory. Conscious memory starts as working memory, a seconds-long “scratchpad” for incoming information. Successful encoding has occurred once a memory is able to be accessed using processes other than working memory. Because of the complexity of their study, Hayama et al. did not document successful encoding per se, but one can imply this by the fact that memories were able to be retrieved 4 days later. However, the study design provides no information on the temporal dynamics of memory between encoding and retrieval. In other words, we don’t know if dexmedetomidine impaired encoding, in line with Pryor’s work, or resulted in memory impairment characterized by memory loss over time, akin to the benzodiazepine amnesic effect. Greater missed responses during dexmedetomidine along with a diminished hippocampal response soon after stimulus presentation points to impaired encoding.

As the hippocampus is critical to conscious memory, drug effects on hippocampal activity are potentially revealing. Memory-related hippocampal activity was imaged during stimulus presentation by comparing subsequently remembered with nonremembered items based on recognition 4 days later. Hayama et al. further refined retrieval from episodic (conscious) memory into two distinct qualities of recollection and familiarity. Recollection is a memory where contextual details are clearly remembered, and these are the memories lost over time when propofol or midazolam are present. Memory processes associated with familiarity recognition (“I remember the face, but not the name”) are more difficult to clearly identify, as there is less confidence associated with such judgments. Hayama et al.
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used the “remember/know” paradigm to assess recollection versus familiarity recognition memory, respectively, at retrieval. After 4 days it is not surprising that there were too few “remember” responses to allow neuroimaging analysis of encoding of recollection memories. The authors thus collapsed recognition across remember/know, but it should be noted that the majority of responses were familiarity recognitions. Whether familiarity is a different memory process than recollection is somewhat controversial, but as this is a potential issue, future studies should focus on recollection, for example by using a shorter learn-test interval.

One final note of caution is needed. The most informative neuroimaging results were those that imaged hippocampal activity (figs. 4 and 6 from the accompanying article), as these represent the task upon which the study was designed. Results from the placebo group were congruent with existing literature, and results from the dexmedetomidine group related well to behavioral data. However, the analyses of the “main” effect of drug on blood oxygenation level-dependent response throughout the brain (figs. 1 and 2) should be interpreted with caution, and not only for the reasons mentioned by the authors. Subtleties in global-normalization procedures used in image analysis, which equate different conditions to a common denominator for use in formal comparisons, can produce quite different results based purely on different assumptions about the data set and imaging signals. The effect of dexmedetomidine, and other drugs, on these assumptions is currently still unknown. The hard-to-explain “main” effect of drug in the right but not left hippocampus also points to the need for caution in interpreting this analysis.

Hayama et al. are to be commended in embracing more sophisticated understanding of memory processes. Neuroimaging of the interaction of a drug with a specific memory process provides a different viewpoint to better understand anesthetic actions on conscious memory. A limited interpretation may seem to be a small step for such a complex study, but if we are to untangle the mechanisms that underlie the temporary ablation of memory by anesthesia, we need to focus on one piece of the puzzle at a time.
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